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METRO
2000 S. W. First Avenue
Portland, OR 97201-5398
503 221-1M6
Agenda
JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
December 11, 1986
Thursday
7:30 a.m.
Metro, Conference Room 330
*1. MEETING REPORT OF NOVEMBER 13, 19 86 - APPROVAL
REQUESTED.
*2. AMENDING THE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
TO REFLECT THE ADOPTED SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM -'APPROVAL REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno.
*3. ALLOCATION OF INTERSTATE TRANSFER REGIONAL RESERVE •
INFORMATIONAL - Andy Cotugno.
*Material enclosed.
NEXT JPACT MEETING: JANUARY 8, 19 86 - 7:30 A.M
NOTE: Overflow parking is available at the City
Center parking locations on the attached map
Cars may be towed if located on "reserved"
Metro parking spaces.
Meeting:
Date:
Day:
Time:
Place:

MEETING REPORT
DATE OF MEETING:
GROUP/SUBJECT:
PERSONS ATTENDING
MEDIA:
SUMMARY:
November 13, 19 86
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
(JPACT)
Members: Richard Waker; George Van Bergen; Lloyd
Anderson; Pauline Anderson; Ed Ferguson; Linore
Allison; Wes Myllenbeck; Larry Cooper; Larry Cole;
Tom Bispham (alt,); Marv Woidyla; Fred Miller and
Ron Thorn
Guests: Ted Spence and Mary Volm, ODOT - Metro
Branch; Denny Moore and Lee LaFontaine, ODOT -
Public Transit Division; Lee Hames, Tri-Met; Ray
Polani, Citizens for Better Transit; Bonnie Hays,
Washington County Board of Commissioners; Keith
Ahola, WSDOT; Geraldine Ball, CWFF; Gary Spano-
vich, Clackamas County; Susie Lahsene, Multnomah
County; and Steve Dotterrer, City of Portland
Staff: Rick Gustafson, Executive Officer; Andrew
Cotugno; Karen Thackston; Richard Brandman; Keith
Lawtoh; and Lois Kaplan, Secretary
None
MEETING REPORT OF OCTOBER 9, 1986
The Meeting Report of the October 9 JPACT meeting was approved as
written.
AUTHORIZING FEDERAL-AID URBAN FUNDS TO FACILITATE EXPANSION OF METRO'S
TECHNICAL SERVICES TO CLACKAMAS, WASHINGTON AND MULTNOMAH COUNTIES
This Resolution authorizes $222,480 of Federal-Aid Urban funds, to be
released to ODOT in exchange for state funds, used to expand Metro's
technical assistance capabilities for Clackamas, Washington and Mult-
nomah Counties. It would provide hardware and staff necessary to sup-
port the increased level of service needed for traffic forecasting.
One additional Metro staff person would be hired to assist the coun-
ties over a two-year period, and that position would be re-evaluated
at a later date.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of
Resolution No. 86-700 authorizing Federal-Aid Urban funds (in exchange
for state funds) to facilitate expansion of Metro's technical services
to Clackamas, Washington and Multnomah Counties. Motion CARRIED.
Fred Miller abstained because specific details of the trade were yet
to be worked out with ODOT. However, he was supportive of the Resolu-
tion if it involved an even exchange of funds for all parties.
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ENDORSING THE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE OREGON ROADS AND
TRANSIT FINANCE STUDIES
A revised Attachment B to Resolution No, 86-701 was distributed with
Andy Cotugno highlighting the changes* Attachment B will serve as the
framework for future legislative programs on road finance.
Andy reviewed the short-term transit finance and long-term roads fi-
nance recommendations as defined on Attachments A and B, respectively.
To meet the region's transportation needs, there will be a reliance
on transit and highway finance if there is to be a balanced overall
regional program.
Andy Cotugno reported that this proposal will be submitted to the
Legislature on November 19 and that similar endorsements are expected
from the Association of Oregon Counties and the League of Oregon Cit-
ies .
Reference was made during discussion to the 6-cent level of the high-
way revenue package at which point an Urban Arterial Fund would be
established. The parameters of the Urban Arterial Program would be
drawn by state statute and would provide for capital improvement on
urban arterials and collectors — not as a replacement for the state
Modernization Program.
The overall recommendation for roads finance allows the state's Mod-
ernization Program to expand from a $40 million per year program (cur-
rently for five years) to a potential $80 million per year level, as
well as better meeting its maintenance and preservation needs.
In response to questions about reporting progress to the Legislature,
Andy indicated that two mechanisms would be used: 1) the Pavement
Condition report prepared by AOC, LOC and ODOT; and 2) reporting on
capital improvements funded through the State Modernization Program
and Urban Arterial Program.
Rick Gustafson felt that each jurisdiction should be apprised that
the statewide needs will draw on the first 5 cents of the financial
package, and cited the importance of each jurisdiction enlisting
legislative support of this proposal to go beyond 5 cents and include
an Urban Arterial Program. He also spoke of the disappearance of the
Interstate Transfer funds and the need for the Urban Arterial Program
in this area. He felt the emphasis to the Legislature should be that
the financial proposal represents a full-funding package.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of Reso-
lution No. 86-701 endorsing the conclusions and recommendations of the
Oregon Roads and Transit Finance studies. Motion PASSED unanimously
although Mayor Woidyla asked that the record indicate he did not feel
that the cities of Multnomah County received their proportionate share
of benefits in relation to the rest of the region because of the city/
county agreement on road funds.
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION ACT
Fred Miller reported on the annual AASHTO meeting at which concern was
expressed over the failure to enact the Surface Transportation Act.
He cited the possibility of another two to three months before the
bill's passage and indicated that would mean the Highway Trust Fund
would be running out of obligational authority. The bill is delayed
by issues such as the 55 mph speed limit and beautification efforts.
The state is evaluating its impact on Oregon and the jobs that might
be jeopardized pending the bill's passage.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
REPORT WRITTEN BY: Lois Kaplan
COPIES TO: Rick Gustafson
Don Carlson
JPACT Members
STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 86-712 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF AMENDING THE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM TO REFLECT THE ADOPTED SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Date: November 21, 1986 Presented by: Andrew Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Adopt the Resolution approving:
Changes to the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) which
are necessary to align it with the adopted Six-Year Highway Improve-
ment Program and which require action by resolution in keeping with
the adopted management guidelines.
TPAC has reviewed this update and recommends approval of
Resolution No. 86-712.
Background
The adopted TIP approved by Council in September 1986 incorpo-
rated projects and costs based on the proposed Six-Year Highway
Improvement Program. The later release of the Oregon Transportation
Commission approved and published version of the Six-Year Highway
Improvement Program precluded its incorporation in the adopted TIP,
resulting in inconsistencies in the TIP.
These inconsistencies have since been corrected. A report
(Attachment "A") has been prepared which depicts the full scope of
the final Six-Year Highway Improvement Program for the Portland
region as adjusted in the TIP. The adjustments necessary to bring
this about that require adoption by a resolution are itemized in
Exhibit "A" to the Resolution. Those that have already been admin-
istratively incorporated into the TIP are itemized in Attachment "B"
of the Staff Report.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends adoption of Resolution
No. 86-712.
AC/gl
6601C/485-3
11/28/86
ATTACHMENT A
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
UPDATED IN TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER-NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
ATTACHMENT "A"
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORISED
PAGE 1
PLMGt*
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
«««1 REGION 1 AUTOMATED VEHICLE ID AND WEIGH IN MOTION INSTALL
184-COLUMBIA RIVER HWY(ARATA RD) BRIDGE
I5-FREMONT VIADUCT * GREELEY AVE CONNECTION-OLAY
I5-INTERSTATE BRIDGE DECK RESTORATION-
I205-AIRPORT WAY TO COLUMBIA BLVD-GRADING/PAVING-
I 5 - M A R Q U A M BRIDGE TO N TIGARD INTCHG-OVERLAY/ILLUMINATION
I205-SE POWELL BLVD TO SE FOSTER RD LANDSCAPING
PHASEi
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMQUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING; 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND 0THER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
PAGE 2
POST 1990 AUTHORIZED PLNGtt
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
K»»8 I5-COLUMBIA BLVD TO PORTLAND BLVD-GRADING/PAVING
I5-IOWA STREET VIADUCT(8197)-DECK RESTORATION-^
I5-EAST MARQUAM INTCHG GRAND AV/UNION AV RAMPS-PHS 2
I5-EAST MARQUAM INTCHG-NB/SB/BANFIELD ACCESS
IS-SWIFT INTERCHANGE TO DELTA PARK INTERCHANGE-PHS 3;
I5-DELTA PARK TO MARQUAM BRIDGE-BASE SHOULDER OVERLAY-4R
I405-NW NICOLAI/WEST FREMONT INTERCHANGE
PHASE1
GSEP021. DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 3
PLNG&
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
»S15 1205-WILLAMETTE RIVER BRIDGE ICE DETECTORS-
I5-0VERCROSSING HASSALO/H0LIDAY<8583)-DECK RESTORATION
I5-NB CONNECTION TO SB 1405(8958E)-DECK RESTORATION
I5-0VERCROSSING COLUMBIA BLVD/UNION AVE<8882)-DECK RESTORATION-
I5-0VERCR0SSING COLUMBIA SLOUGH(8883)-DECK RESTORATION
I205-SUNNYSIDE INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENTS-
I205-GLENN JACKSON BRIDGE WATER MAIN/CALL SYSTEM-
PHASE!
GSEP021. DAT/OTHER. NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 4
PLNC«
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
HH22 I405-STADIUM FREEWAY AT SW 6TH AVENUE
I5-COLUMBIA BLVD TO MARQUAM BRIDGE PAVING
I5-SU 26TH AVE 0XING(8203)-DECK RESTORATION-
I5-0XING SW HOOD AVE(8195)-DECK RESTORATION
I5-E BANK VIADUCT SO OF BURNSIDE BR-OVERLAY AND JOINTS-
I5-0XING VICTORY BLVD<9316)-DECK RESTORATION-
I205-COLUMBIA RIVER TO SO BANFIELD INTCHG GRADING/LANDSCAPING
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/0THER.NDX
N0V19G. TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PR0GRAI1 UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 5
PLNGK
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
»*29 I205-82ND AVE TO CLACKAMAS HWY-GRADING/PAVING/WIDEN-
I205-R0CKY BUTTE TO NE MULTNOMAH ST BIKEWAY
I5-SW TERWILLIGER CONNECTION(8199)-DECK RESTORATION-
I205-GLADST0NE INTCHG TO PARK PL-GRADING/PAVING/ADD LANE
I205-S BANFIELD TO SE STARK ST GRADING/LANDSCAPE-
I5-S0 TIGARD INTERCHANGE TO E PORTLAND FWY LANDSCAPING
V\
I5-TERWILLIGER OVERCROSSING RAMPS-
PHASE1
CSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 6
PLNGft
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
K«36 I5-AT ISA INTERCHANGE-DECK RESTORATION AND JOINTS
I84-NE 111TH TO NE 134TH-GRADING/PAVING/STRUCTURE/INT/SIC
I84-181ST INTERCHANGE-GRADING/PAVING/WIDEN STRUCTURE
I205-SE LESTER RD INTERCHANGE
I5-GREELEY RAMP TO N BANFIELD INTERCHANGE-DEVELOPMENT
I84-NE 134TH TO NE 181SH
I84-NE 181ST AVE TO SUNDIAL ROAD-FAI AND 4R
PHASE1
SSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING. 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
PAGE 7
1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED PLUGtt
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
KR43 I205-HIGHWAY 212 TO MAIN STREET BIKEWAY-4R
I5-LOWER BOONES FERRY RD TO SAGERT RD-4R
I5-WILSONVILLE INTERCHANGE-^
I405-FREMONT BRIDGE RAMPS JOINT RECONSTRUCTION-^
I405-FREMONT BRIDGE AND RAMPS DECK RESTORATION-^
15-METRO AREA FREEWAY CALL BOXES AND VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNING-4R:
I5-HIGHWAY 217/KRUSE WAY INTERCHANGE CONNECTION-DEVELOPMENT 4R
PHASEi
3SEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
H*50 I5-CAPITOL HWY/BARBUR BLVD INTERCHANGE-DEVELOPMENT 4R»»»»4»»»3?4»653»»K4l=»293.0»5»^^^rt<^44^>.>«M^iiK»»»^C337^4 FAT} 8^064
PE 0 0 414,990 0 0 0 0 41.4,990
TOTAL 0 0 414,990 0 0 0 0 41.4,990
K«51 I205-E PORTLAND FREEWAY AT SUNNYBROOK EXTENSICN-DEVELOPMENT *R«««*««««39<*654<«*6<Hn4.1****a**S9M»«*«s0334A* FAI203 86032
PE 0 0 92,220 0 0 0 0 92,220
TOTAL 0 0 92,220 0 0 0 0 92,220
w*52 I205-AIRP0RT WAY TO SE POWELL BLVD BUS LANES-DEVELOPMENT mxxx*****3?4UZ'nA»64*i2A.3*****4X>*M*******01227* FAT?03 86103
PE 0 0 1,134,000 0 0 0 0 1,134,000
TOTAL 0 0 1,134,000 0 0 0 0 1,134.000
««53 I5-STAFFORD RD INTERCHANGE-4R«<««»»«K»403«615»*««l*285.9«»««K»«»«?<»««»»«1(.:t <H*<**d***a*d»«:i*:«;M4 4*jM*«a*8sC:3271* FAI^ 83061
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,404.000 3,404,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,404.000 3,404,000
»«54 I205-SUNNYSIDE RD TO WEST LINN BIKEWAY UNIT l-4R»»»K»»»w409»134K8«64»»13.5'<»'«4»^»«i^«<i««^«?MH»<niK»»»i00614< FAT203 10180
PE 45,003 0 0 0 0 0 0 45,003
CONST 0 285,882 276,000 0 0 0 0 561,882
TOTAL 45,003 285,882 276,000 0 0 0 0 606,885
w*55 I205-SUNNYSIDE RD TO WEST LINN BIKEWAY UNIT 2-4R«8»«»8«8409Hl55«««64H»13.5«a^^^^«;*»»c^4M^««i^H»8»^<:0614< FAI203 10190
CONST 0 0 0 460,000 0 0 0 4*0,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 460,000 0 0 0 4*0,000
»«56 I5-UPPER BOONES FERRY RD TO 1205 INTERCHANGE-4R»«J«aM»M»436a616»H»al»291.3^^4ia)(«(^4^jfa^4sa^4<«^«8»8<0249?4 FAI5 84177
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,128.000 3,l?8,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,128*000 3i128,000
H*57 15-15/1205 INTERCHANGE-4R»8»»«88a436«684»<«8lM287.988M«»^<88S««8S»888»«<iH^83^^<<M;^^s<rti»^*!4 4^i<a^^<«a«8^C3^73:> FAT5 0
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,196,000 1,196,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,196,000 1,196,000
PAGE 8
PLNGK
PHASE1 19-Nov-84
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX PAGE 9
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED PLNGK
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 20 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
6
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
H«58 I84-SIGNING PORTLAND TO IDAHO STATE LINE-
I5-FREEWAY ILLUMINATION-SWIFT/UNION INTCHG TO MARQUAM INTCHG
I5-INTERSTATE BRIDGE TO COLUMBIA BLVD PAVING
IS-INTERSTATE BRIDGE RAILING REPLACEMENT-ODOT/WDOT
I5-GE0L0GICAL INVESTIGATION OF PAVEMENT SUBSIDENCE HP287-
I405-FREM0NT BRIDGE DEBRIS CONTROL FENCING
•INTERSTATE BRIDGE KB LIFT SPAN IMPROVEMENTS-
PHASE1 19-Nov-86
0SEPO21. DAT/0THER-NDX PAGE 10
NCM9G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED PLNG8
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX- YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
«*65 I405-GUIDE SIGN AND CONTROL SIGN REPAIR-4Ri
I205-GUIDE SIGN AND CONTROL SIGN REPAIR-4R!
I205-PRESSURE GROUTING OF CONCRETE PAVEMENT/IMPACT PANELS 4R
I5-TUALATIN PARK-AND-RIDE
I205-SE STARK TO SE POWELL BLVD GRADING/LANDSCAPING-4R
I205-OREGON CITY PARK-AND-RIDE
I205-LENTS PARK-AND-RIDE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
OBLIGATION AUTHORITY: 51,530,372
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED PLNC*
PAGE I I
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM (CONTINUED)
RS72 1405-STADIUM FREEWAY LANDSCAPING-«R«
I205-AIRP0RT WAY INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENTS-4R
I205-AT SANDY BLVD WEST BOUND CONNECTION-^
TOTAL FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIu
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND 0THER
PHASE1
«SP;P021. DAT/OTHER. NDX
NGV1?G.TXT
PAGE 12
19-Nov-86
STATE HIGHWAY FUNDS FINANCING
H»75 RETRO CORRIDOR PLANNING(T)
0R43 STATE STREET CORRIDOR-E AVENUE TO LAOD ST-STM
US30B-SANDY BLVD-50TH TO I205-STATE
99U-PACIFIC HWY AT SW FISCHER ROAD SIGNAL
US26-t1T HOOD HWY AT PALMQUIST/ORIENT RD-GRADE/PAVE/SIGNAL ST
US26-SUNSET HWY AT SYLVAN-EB RAMP SIGNAL-ST
US26-SUNSET HWY/ZOO RAMP(I)-STM
PHASE1
@SEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
PAGE 13
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED PLNGtt
STATE HIGHWAY FUNDS FINANCING (CONTINUED)
K*82 JOHNSON CK BLVD IMPROVEMENT- CASCADE HWY N TO LESTER INTCHG-STM
NE 181ST AVENUE EXTENSION-STM
US30B-NE PORTLAND HWY IMPROVEMENTS AT 201ST AND 223RD AVES-STM
GR210-SCHOLLS HWY IMPROVEMENTS-MURRAY BLVD TO FANHO CREEK STM
SWIFT HIGHWAY-N MARINE DR RR CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS-STt1*
SHUTE ROAD CONSTRUCTION-SUNSET TO EVERGREEN-STI1
US30-LWR COLUMBIA RIVER HWY LT LANE-HP 5.17 TO SALTZMAN CK-ST
0R8-TV HWY RIGHT TURN LANES AT SW 170rH/198TH/BR00KW00D AVES-ST
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER-NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 14
PLNGf*
STATE HIGHWAY FUNDS FINANCING (CONTINUED)
WH90 0R43-OSWEG0 HWY BARRIERS-SOUTH MIDVALE RD TO MP 6.9-ST
OR210-SCH0LLS HWY CHANNELIZATION-MP 8.95 TO SW CASCADE AVE-ST
BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HWY AT SW PFAFFLE ST-LEFT TURN LANE-ST
US30-LWR COLUMBIA RIVER HWY GUARDRAIL-DOANE CR TO HODGE AVE-ST
OR210-SCHOLLS HWY AT DENNY ROAD-SIGNAL/LEFT TURN LANE-ST
0R210-SCH0LLS HWY AT SW JAMIESON ROAD LEFT TURN REFUGE-SP
US30B-NE PORTLAND HWY AT NE 201ST AVENUE LEFT TURN LANE-SI
CR43-0SWEG0 HWY SIGNAL REHABILITATION-RIVERWOOD TO BRIARWOOD-ST
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
NQV19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP -86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
PAGE 15
PLHG#1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED
STATE HIGHWAY FUNDS FINANCING (CONTINUED)
»*98 0R43-OSWEG0 HWY6 JOLIE POINTE RD/WALLING WY-LEFT TURN REFUGE-ST
BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HIGHWAY AT SW WASHINGTON DR LT REFUGE-SF
MULTNOMAH COUNTY TRAFFIC LOOP REPAIR-ST)
v* >» *+ ***% ** ^
0R43-OSWEGO HWY-SCL PTLD TO NCL W LINN-GUARDRAIL/ROCK SCREEN-ST
BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HWY AT SW OAK-SIGNAL/LEFT TURN
US26-SUNSET/C0RNELIUS PASS ROAD INTCHG-STM
US26-SUNSET/CORNELL ROAD INTERCHANGE-STM
PHASE1
GSEP021. DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 19?0 AUrHuRUED
PAGE 16
PLNCJt
STATE HIGHWAY FUNDS FINANCING (CONTINUED)
«105 US30B-NE PORTLAND HIGHWAY-NE 82ND AVE TO 1205-STM
BASELINE/JENKINS RECONNAISSANCE STUDY-219TH TO MURRAY BLVD-STM
CLACKAMAS HWY 224 RECONNAISSANCE STUDY-0R99E TO I205-ST
HIGHWAYS 224/212 RECONNAISSANCE STUDY-I205 TO MT HOOD HWY ST
TUAL-SHERWOOD/EDY ROADS RECONNAISSANCE STUDY-GR99U TO NYBERG-ST
BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HIGHWAY AT SW BURNHAM ST LT LANE-ST*
TOTAL STATE HIGHWAY FUNDS FINANCING
OBLIGATION AUTHORITY:
PHASE1 19-Nov-86
«SEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX PAGE 17
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED PLNCf*
HETROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PR0GRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-
OTHER
Rill HIGHWAY 217 AND SUNSET...FAIX/FAP OFFSET TRANSFERS
«112 OREGON CITY BYPASS...FAIX/FAP OFFSET TRANSFERS
K113 HIGHWAY 217 OVERLAY-SUNSET HIGHWAY TO 15
«114 TERWILLIGER OVERCROSSING «A83?2-HBR
**il5 OR210-SCHOLLS HWY AT 135TH AVE-SIGNAL/REALIGNMENT-FAP
«116 US26-SUNSET OVERLAY-GLENCOE RD TO CORNELIUS PASS RD-FAPi
H117 0R8-TV HIGHWAY PAVING/ILLUM-SW HOCKEN TO SE MAPLE-FAP
PHASE1 19-NOV-86
@SEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX PAGE 18
NOV19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED PLNGK
METROPoLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMQUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING; 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OTHER (CONTINUED)
W118 0R99U-PACIFIC HWY WEST AT BEAVERTON-TIGARO HWY-DEVELOPMENT FAP
0R2O8-FARMINGTON ROAD 209TH TO MURRAY-DEVELOPMENT STK
GRAHAM ROAD(UPRR) BRIDGE #6967 CONNECTION-DEVELOPMENT ST
CROWN POINT HWY/SANDY RIVER BR (2019) REPLACEMENT-DEVELOPMENT-HBR
US26-SYLVAN TO CANYON INTERCHANGE DEVELOPMENT-FAP
0R99E-UNION/GRAND VIADUCT STRUCTURE REPLACEMENT-DEVELOPMENT-HBRi
BVTN/TUALATIN HWY AT SW BRIDGEPORT-SIGNAL/CHANNELIZE-FAP'
I205-WILLAMETTE RIVER BR(W LINN) SLAG WELD INSPECTIION-HB33
PHASE1
«SEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0VJ9G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIM
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 19
PLNG3
OTHER (CONTINUED)
H126 US30-BURLINGT0N RR TO WILLBRIDGE UNIT 1-OVERLAY-FAP
US30B-NE PORTLAND HWY AT NE 158TH-SIGNAL/CHANNELIZE-FAP
HAWTHORNE BRIDGE(#2757> PHASE II-SERVICE LIFE EXTENSION-HBR
US2A-CLIMBING LANE-CANYON RD TO VISTA RIDGE TUNNELCD-FAP
SWIFT HIGHWAY/UPRR (N PORTLAND RD) BRIDGE K51C06-H5R
RESERVE FOR SURFACE PRESERVATION-METRO REGION-FAPi
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 20
PLNG&
OTHER (CONTINUED)
H132 BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HWY AT PACIFIC HWY WEST
US2A-SUNSET/HELVETIA ROAD INTERCHANGE PHASE 2-DEVELOPMENT FAP
US30B-NE COLUMBIA BLVD TO NE LOMBARD ST-DEVELOPMENT STM
US26-SUNSET/JACKSON ROAD OVERPASS-DEVELOPMENT FAP
US26-SUNSET/NW 185TH AVE INTERCHANGE-DEVELOPMENT ST
NW CORNELL RD BRIDGES-AUDUBON SOCIETY BLDG TO TUNNEL Kl-HBRRi
HUY212-R0CK CREEK JCT TO MP 0.95-DEVEL0PMENT FAP
BROOKWOOD AVE BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER ROCKCREEK-BR813043-HBR
PHASE1 19-Nov-86
GSEP021.DAT/0THER.NDX PAGE 21
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 19?0 AUTHORIZED PLNGtt
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OTHER (CONTINUED)
K140 FERN HILL RD BRIDGES REPLACEMENT-13256/7/8-HBR
HILLSBORO TO BEAVERTON-BASELINE/TV HWY/FARMINGTON DEVELOPMENT ST
CLACKAMAS PARK<PACIFIC EAST) BRIDGE NO. 1618-HBR
HAWTHORNE BRIDGE EAST APPROACH RAWS REPLACEMENT(«2757C)-RBR
NE PORTLAND HWY-N LOMBARD/BURGARD ST G N TERMINAL RD(K25B01>-HBRi
0R8 TV HWY-HILLSBORO SIGNAL PROGRAM AT 13 LOCATIONS-FAP
US26-SUNSET/MURRAY INTERCHANGE-FAP
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
PHASE1 19-Nov-86
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX PAGE 22
N0V19G-TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED PLNGK
80020
83037
79C85
OTHER (CONTINUED)
«147 0R8-TV HWY AT MURRAY BLVD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT-FAP
HAWTHORNE BRIDGE EMERGENCY REPAIRS-HBRR
0R8-TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHWAY-SE 21ST AVE TO SE OAK ST-FAP
TOTAL OTHER
OBLIGATION AUTHORITY:
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED PLNGH
PAGE 23
19-Nov-86PHASE1
eSEP021.DAT/OTHER-NDX
N0V19G.TXT
TITLE I I SAFETY PROGRAM
«150 FARMINGTON AT ]lAOTH-HES
POWELL AND 190TH INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT
99U-PACIFIC HWY AT 30TH AVE-LT TURN/BEACON-HES
0R213-AT JOHNSON CREEK BRIDGE <M566-HES
SUNSET HWY AT VISTA RIDGE TUNNEL MESSAGE SIGNING(II)-KES
US30-SW DOANE AVE TO SW BALBOA AVE-CHANNELIZATION- HES*
ORIENT DRIVE AT KANE ROAD/PALMQUIST REALIGNMENT-HES
PHASEi
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 24
PLNG&
TITLE II SAFETY PROGRAM (CONTINUED)
«157 0R8-TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHWAY AT SW 91ST SIGNAL-HES
0R99U-PACIFIC HWY WEST AT CANTERBURY LANE SIGNAL-HES*
NE GLISAN STREET AT NE 148TH AVENUE-REPLACE SIGNAL-HES*
SE STARK STREET AT 148TH AVENUE-REPLACE SIGNAL-HE*
CLACKAMAS HIGHWAY AT 142ND AVENUE-INSTALL SIGNAL-HES
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 39 SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-8<SPHASEi
eSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 25
PLNC8
TITLE II SAFETY PROGRAM (CONTINUED)
H163 NE PORTLAND HIGHWAY AT 121ST-INSTALL SIGNAL/NEW CONTROLLER-HES
0R99E-MCLOUGHLIN MEDIAN BARRIER-END WAY COUPLET/SE TACOMA-HES
HE KANE DRIVE AT NE 17TH DRIVE-INSTALL SIGNAL-HES
SINGER HILL AT 10TH STREET(OR CITY)-RUBBERIZED GRADE RRXNU-HESi
OATFIELD ROAD AT JENNINGS AVENUE-HES
0R99U-PACIFIC WEST AT NORTH PORTLAND BLVD-HES
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMQUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30 SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 26
PLMG&
TITLE II SAFETY PROGRAM (CONTINUED)
B169 0R43-OSWEG0 HWY AT 6TH ST AND AT 5TH ST SIGNALS-OREGON CITY-HES
E STREET PEDESTRIAN UNDERPASS-PACIFIC AVE TO 23RD AVS-FOREST GRO
LAKE ROAD AT CLACKAMAS HWY INTERCHANGE RAMPS-SIGNAL UPGRADE-HES
CASCADE HWY N AT SE FLAVEL ST-PROTECTED LT PHASE-HES
REFLECTIVE CENTERLINE DELINEATORS-CLACKAMAS COUNTY AREA ROADS
US26]-MT HOOD HWY AT RENE AVENUE SIGNAL-HES
0R43-0SWEG0 HWY AT PIMLICO DR INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS-HES
8TH/9TH/DIVISI0N PLACE RAILROAD GATES-RRP
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
PAGE 27
1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED PLNGtf
TlflE II SAFETY PROGRAM (CONTINUED)
«177 THIESSEN ROAD AT HILL ROAD-FLASHING BEACON-HESi
THIESSEN ROAD AT ALDERCREST ROAD-FLASHING BEACON-HES
WEBSTER ROAD REALIGNMENT-KELLOGG CREEK TO JENNINGS ROAD-HES)
DIVISION ST AND SE 174TH AVE-FULLY ACTUATED/5 PHASE SIGNAL-HES*
SE STARK ST AND 139TH AVE-FULLY ACTUATED/5 PHASE SIGNAL-WES
HARMONY ROAD-RUBBERIZED SPRR CROSSING-RRP'
SCHOLLS FERRY ROAD/HALL BOULEVARD INTERSECTION;
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING SO-SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
OBLIGATION AUTHORITY:
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V17G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED PLUG**
PAGE 28
TITLE II SAFETY PROGRAM (CONTINUED)
TOTAL TITLE II SAFETY PROGRAM
PHASE1 19-Nov-86
SSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX PAGE 29
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED PLNG**
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND 0THER
19-N
BICYCLE TRANSPORTATION AND PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS
R184 BEAVERTON/TUALATIN BIKEWAY-SW MCDONALD ST TO SW DURHAM RD-ST*
BEAVERTON/TUALATIN BIKEWAY-SAGGERT ST TO TUALATIN/SHERWOOD RD-ST3
RIVER ROAD BIKEWAY-GLEN ECHO AVE TO GLADSTONE CL-ST*
BEAVERTON/TUALATIN BIKEWAY-OLESON/GREENBURG RD TO LOCUST ST-ST*
* J\- s\ *» * ^  J\. y* **
BEAVERTON/TUALATIN BIKEWAY-DURHAM RD TO LOWER BOONES FERRY RD ST
CEDAR HILLS BLVD BIKEWAY-HUNTINGTON AVE TO PARKWAY-ST
BEAVERTON/TUALATIN BIKEWAY-HALL BLVD TO UPPER BOONES FERRY RD ST)
BH HWY-CAPITOL HWY TO TERWILLIGER BLVD BIKEWAY-BIKE
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING SO SEP 86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UPDATED IN TIP
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
19-Nov-86
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1970 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 30
PLNG8
BICYCLE TRANSPORTATION AND PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS (CONTINUED)
K192 BVTN HILLSDALE HWY-SCHOLLS FY RD TO 65TH BIKEWAY-BIKE
TOTAL BICYCLE TRANSPORTATION AND PEDESTRIAN UALKUAYS
OBLIGATION AUTHORITY: 338,000
TOTAL FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OBLIGATION AUTHORITY:
PHASE1
GSEP021.DAT/OTHER.NDX
N0V19G.TXT
OBLIGATED 1986
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-86
SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM UNDATED IN TIP
REPORT TOTAL
19-Nov-86
1987 1988 1989 1990 POST 1990 AUTHORIZED
PAGE 31
PLNGI*
OBLIGATION AUTHORITY:
ATTACHMENT "B"
(continued)
Project
Highway 217/Kruse Way
Omitted from TIP
Capitol Highway/Bar bur Boulevard
Interchange
1-205 at Sunnybrook Extension
1-205 Bus Lanes
New Project
99W at Beaverton-Tigard Highway
Graham Road Bridge Connection
Crown Point Highway/Sandy
River Bridge
Omitted from TIP
Sylvan to Canyon Road Interchange
New Project
Union/Grand Viaduct Structure
New Project
Sunset/Helvetia Interchange
Current
$ 0
2,806,000
5,520,000
0
3,704,800
1,496,000
0
0
0
7,192,477
Adjustment
$ 553,320
-2,391,010
-5,427,780
1,134,000
-3,334,570
-1,408,000
128,000
264,000
200,000
-7,104,327
Revised
$ 553,320
414,990
92,220
1,134,000
370,230
88,000
128,000
264,000
200,000
88,150
(Phase 2)
Separates Phase 1 Actual Costs
from Phase 2 Development
US 30B - N.E. Columbia to N.E. 2,200,000 -2,200,000 0
Lombard.
Construction deleted. Development
now uses FAIX funding.
Sunset/Jackson Road Overpass 2,344,307 -2,196,480 147,827
Sunset/N.W. 185th Interchange 4,396,306 -4,250,000 146,306
Highway 212 - Rock Creek to 619,317 -564,960 54,357
MP 0.95
Hillsboro to Beaverton 15,000,000 -15,000,000 264,000
Consolidates development of three
projects within the above limits -
Baseline/Jenkins, Farmington Road,
and T.V. Highway
ATTACHMENT "B"
ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUSTMENTS
(Information Only)
Project Current Adjustment Revised
General:
Glenn Jackson Bridge Water $ 395,600 $ 64,400 $ 460,000
Main/Call System
Revised Estimate
1-84 - N.E. 134th to 181st
N.E. 181st to Sundial
Revised Estimates
1-5 - Upper Boones Ferry to
1-205
Revised Estimates
Mt. Hood Highway at
Palmquist/Orient Roads
Revised Estimate
Swift Highway/UP Railroad Bridge
New HBR Project
Brookwood Avenue Bridge over
Rockcreek
Revised Estimate
Clackamas Park Bridge
Revised Estimate
N.E. Portland Highway -
Lombard/Burgard
Revised Estimate
Terwilliger Overcrossing (A8392)
Reinstated HBR Project
Development Projects;
These projects in the TIP originally used the construction cost estimate
in the Six-Year Program. Since construction funding has not been
approved, the adjustments are necessary to restrict TIP amounts to
development costs only.
1-5 Greeley Ramp to N. Banfield 56,306,639 -55,795,647 510,992
15,
40,
4,
1,
548,000
749,489
876,000
508,858
0
411,680
677,436
689,976
0
-3,220,000
-3,864,000
-1,748,000
160,000
1,146,000
84,000
-214,480
296,984
4,000,000
12,328,000
36,885,489
3,128,000
668,858
1,146,000
495,680
1,462,956
986,960
4,000,000
ATTACHMENT "B"
(continued)
Project Current Adjustment Revised
State Modernization Projects:
These projects in the TIP originally used total estimated costs and did
not differentiate FY 1986 (and later) State Modernization funds. The
adjustments revise and limit the project in the TIP to State Modernization
funds only.
State Street Corridor $ 1,850,000 $ -1,150,000 $ 700,000
N.E. 181st Avenue Extension 15,000,000 -11,430,000 3,570,000
Scholls Highway - Murray to 3,115,000 -1,555,000 1,560,000
Fanno Creek
Swift Highway/N. Marine Drive 6,405,000 -965,000 5,440,000
Railroad Crossing
Shute Road - Sunset to Evergreen 1,750,000 -750,000 1,000,000
Sunset/Cornelius Pass Interchange 5,529,241 385,000 5,914,241
N.E. Portland Highway - 1,568,000 -238,000 1,330,000
N.E. 82nd to 1-205
AC/srs
6601C/485-2
11/24/86
BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF AMENDING THE ) RESOLUTION NO. 86-712
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM )
TO REFLECT THE ADOPTED SIX-YEAR ) Introduced by the Joint
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM ) Policy Advisory Committee
) on Transportation
WHEREAS, The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and
its FY 1987 Annual Element was adopted by Resolution No. 86-686; and
WHEREAS, Preparation of the TIP at the time incorporated a
proposed version of the Six-Year Highway Improvement Program; and
WHEREAS, The final version of the Six-Year Highway Improve-
ment Program now requires that the TIP be aligned accordingly; now,
therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
endorses the Transportation Improvement Program of projects
appearing in Attachment "A" to the Staff Report and reflecting the
Six-Year Highway Improvement Program.
2. That the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
approves the adjustments appearing in Exhibit "A" required in accor-
dance with Resolution No. 85-592 (TIP Project Management Guidelines)
3. That the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
finds these actions in accordance with the Regional Transportation
Plan and gives Affirmative Intergovernmental Review approval.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
this day of , 1986.
Richard Waker, Presiding Officer
AC/gl-6601C/485-3
11/28/86
EXHIBIT "A"
ADJUSTMENTS BY RESOLUTION
Project Current Adjustment Revised
General;
I-84/181st Interchange $14,532,292 $14,444,000 $28,976,292
Revised Estimate
I-5/I-205 Interchange 0 1,196,000 1,196,000
New Project
T.V. Highway Right-Turn Lanes 10,000 50,000 60,000
(3 Intersections)
Revised Estimate
Oswego Highway - Left-Turn 80,000 42,000 122,000
Lanes (2)
Added Project at Walling Way
Beaverton/Tualatin at 99W 153,596 88,000 241,596
Revised Estimate
Sunset/Murray Interchange 2,262,433 2,142,880 4,405,313
Revised Estimate
Sunset Highway Climbing Lane 5,077,805 2,850,120 7,927,925
Revised Estimate
State Modernization;
Sunset/Cornell Road Interchange 6,908,640 5,500,000 12,408,640
Revised Estimate
Reconna issance;
Clackamas Highway 224 - 99E to 0 200,000 200,000
1-205
Omitted from TIP
Highways 224/212 - 1-205 to 0 100,000 100,000
U.S. 26
Omitted from TIP
AC/srs
6601C/485-2
11/24/86
METRO
2000 S.W. First Avenue
Portland, OR 97201-5398
503/221-1646
Memorandum
Date. December 1, 19 86
To: JPACT
From: J£ Andrew G. Cotugno, Transportation Director
Regarding: Allocation of Interstate Transfer Regional Reserve
At the November 26 TPAC meeting, the status of the Interstate Trans-
fer Regional Reserve was reviewed to determine the extent to which it
should continue to be held as a reserve for the Banfield Transitway
and 1-505 Alternatives projects. It was concluded that some addi-
tional funding will be needed for the two projects ($263,513 for the
Banfield and $1,083,737 for 1-505) and that some portion of the re-
serve should continue to be held for future cost increases and claims
in the event the funds are needed. It was recognized, however, that
some portion of the reserve likely could be released to other projects
As such, TPAC approved the following action:
A process should be initiated through the TIP Subcommittee to develop
a recommended allocation of the Regional Reserve by April taking into
consideration the following:
1. The extent to which funding should be released to the Banfield
Transitway and 1-505 projects to cover known costs.
2. The extent to which funds should continue to be reserved for the
Banfield Transitway and 1-505 Alternatives projects for future
cost uncertainties.
3. An allocation of funds to other highway projects currently iden-
tified in the Interstate Transfer Program.
4. An allocation of funds to transit capital purposes (including
consideration of additional LRT vehicles); consideration of allo-
cation toward transit capital purposes will take into considera-
tion the five-year capital needs of Tri-Met, the adequacy of
Section 9 funds to cover these needs, the possible use of Sec-
tion 3 funds remaining in the Banfield Full-Funding Agreement and
the proposed allocation of the remainder of the Section 3 Letter
of Intent ("Trade") funds.
JPACT
December 1, 1986
Page 2
The Committee also reviewed a requirement now being imposed by UMTA
on the Banfield Transitway project. As a condition of approval of
the FY 86 Section 3 grant to the project, which includes a $1 million
vintage trolley element in the grant, UMTA is requiring the follow-
ing:
In the event final project costs exceed the budget commitment
provided for in the Full-Funding Agreement, the first $1 million
of increased costs will be Tri-Met's financial responsibility.
The expected cost to complete the project is below the budget pro-
vided in the Full-Funding Agreement, including completion of the vin-
tage trolley element of the project. However, there is a slight
possibility that claims filed against the project could exceed this
level. As such, Tri-Met has requested assurance that, in the event
this should happen, the costs will be covered through the Regional
Reserve. Since the priority for use of the Regional Reserve is to
fund final costs on the Banfield and 1-505 Alternatives projects,
TPAC concurred that this cost requirement, imposed by UMTA, would be
eligible to be funded from the Regional Reserve.
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